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Graduate student dies
after half marathon

FieryFemme

by Emily cahn
Senior News Editor
A beloved GW graduate student
died suddenly Sunday morning after
completing a half marathon in Virginia Beach, Va. He was 27.
Sean McCarthy – who would have
graduated from GW with a master's in
tourism administration this spring –
was observed by runners at the Dodge
Rock ’N’ Roll Virginia Beach Half Marathon as “having difficulty” one block
away from the finish line at the Sunday morning race, said Virginia Beach
police spokesman Adam Bernstein.
Runners helped McCarthy to the
finish line, where he was immediately treated by doctors on scene and
rushed to the hospital for further care.
He was pronounced dead shortly
upon arrival.
Bernstein said McCarthy had recently seen a doctor for a checkup and
his health appeared fine.
Medical examiners are awaiting
the results of McCarthy’s toxicology
report and have not yet determined a
cause of death.
McCarthy was a student in the Accelerated Master of Tourism Administration Program, but also worked
for the Virginia Tourism Corp. as a

"His bright smile keeps
popping up in my head."
helena hounsel
GW Sophomore

research director. VTC has a partnership with GW in which the company
sponsors a tourism marketing course
for undergraduate students, which
McCarthy helped teach last semester.
Sheryl Elliott, an associate professor of tourism studies, said McCarthy
formed a close relationship with the
students in the class.
“He was very inspiring,” Elliott
said. “Students looked up to him.
They looked up to him in terms of future jobs and career direction.”
Elliott added that McCarthy was
well respected by the students he
taught.
“He deeply cared about students,
he gave up his time personally and
professionally to make sure students
got an education, a real education,”
Elliott said. “I think that’s the way the
See MCCARTHY: Page 5

Report: To date, nearly 4,000
people barred from campus
by Priya Anand and Justin Kits
Hatchet Staff Writers

viktors dindzans | senior photo editor

Lady Gaga performs her song "Speechless" during a sold-out show at the Verizon Center Tuesday night. Many
concertgoers dressed up as Lady Gaga. SEE PAGE 7

Garbage, vandalism
disturb Ivory Tower
Ivory Tower residents awoke to a
slew of garbage and pieces of ceiling
strewn across their hallway floors this
weekend, prompting the University to
put a stop to the widespread property
destruction, a University spokeswoman said Wednesday.
The University Police Department
is actively searching for the individual
or individuals behind the damage, using both interviews and video feeds,
spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said.
"This is something that is concerning to the whole community," Sherrard
said.
Four cases of building vandalism
were reported to UPD in the first week
of September alone. In September 2009,
there was only one case of vandalism
reported to UPD over the course of the
entire month.
The increase in vandalism prompted GW Housing Staff to send an e-mail
to students Sunday, warning Ivory
residents of the consequences if it continues.
“The vandalism that has occurred
on several floors over the past few days
has been significant. Broken ceiling
tiles and garbage litter many floors,”
the e-mail from house mentors Cathleen Richards and John O’Neill read.
“When students and/or guests damage buildings and [U]niversity property, we all deal with the consequences. For example, [U]niversity funding
must be utilized to repair damage,
therefore decreasing available funding
that could be used for more necessary

South Korean students take time off from GW to serve in military
by Priya Anand
Contributing Editor

things."
On Tuesday, members of the
housekeeping staff were still dealing
with a substantial amount of garbage
and tiles that were ripped from the
ceiling and scattered in the elevators
and throughout the halls.
“You’d think people would take

His spit turned to ice in freezing winters. Sweat dripped down the side of his
face during the sweltering hot summers.
While his friends were enjoying the comforts of D.C., senior Joo Yeol Lim was forced
to stand rigid every day for two years, playing the alto saxophone in the South Korean
military band.
Every year, some of the more than 250
international students from South Korea
put their GW careers on hold to answer
their homeland’s call of duty, serving in the
military for the required two-year period.
Though offered the option of enlisting after graduation, Lim said he found it
easier to take a break from his studies and
complete his service requirement.
“It’s a step every Korean has to take,”
Lim said. “I thought it would be better to
go earlier than later.”
Lim left GW after completing his sophomore year and arrived in South Korea in
Sept. 2008, where he was stationed as a
member of the military band – a post that
was more mentally strenuous than physically taxing, he said.
“Within the military base it’s more strict
because we don’t have that much training.
We had military ceremonies once or three
times a day and we’d go out there and play
instruments,” Lim said.
He returned to the U.S. after sustaining a herniated-disc injury in his back eight
months into his term.
Junior Jae Hoon Jung also took a hiatus
from his studies in order to drive tanks and

See IVORY: Page 5

See MILITARY: Page 3

viktors dindzans | senior photo editor

Broken ceiling tiles litter an Ivory Tower
hallway. Four cases of vandalism have been
reported since the semester began.

Women's
volleyball player
finds happiness
on court
Katie Crosby
transfered to GW
this fall. • Page 8

See BARRING: Page 5

A mandatory stint abroad

anne wernikoff | photo editor

Senior Joo Yeol Lim took a two-year leave from GW to serve his
mandatory military duty in his home country of South Korea.
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Nearly 4,000 individuals have
been barred from GW property by the
University Police Department to date.
A bar notice – given by UPD to
persons permanently forbidden from
setting foot on campus – is a written
notice signed by an offender acknowledging he or she will be charged with
unlawful entry and arrested if found
on GW property again. UPD keeps biographical information on those who
are barred for future identification.
With an official bar notice, “the
property owner is officially telling
someone, ‘You are not welcome on our
property,’” said Mark Balazik, captain
of the University Police Department’s

Investigations and Special Operations
Unit.
As of Sept. 1, there are a total of
3,816 individuals barred from GW
property.
Balazik said it is possible for people who have been barred from campus to return and go unnoticed, but
UPD maintains the right to arrest an
individual who comes to its attention
and is identified as someone who is
barred.
“It’s not like the bar notice puts up
a force field around campus,” Balazik
said. “But when we catch people suspected of crimes, it eases our burden of
proof next time we encounter them.”
Certified Protection Professional

Expanding conversations about religion
Annu Subramanian calls for an interfaith center for the
GW community. • Page 4

ARTS

For ex-prisoners, art gives new life
Former prisoner Dennis Sobin is the director of the Safe
Streets Arts Foundation. • Page 6

iPhone robbery
suspect arrested

Number of Vern Express shuttles has not
increased

Police say suspect
snatched phone from
victims on campus
Monday.

University will monitor capacity, schedule issues.

• Page 3

• Page 3

Experts warn of 'laptop-itis'

Using a laptop can be hazardous to your health,
doctors say. • Page 3
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IN Brief

GW, POLITICO launch joint
bipartisan polling venture
The University is expected to announce Thursday that it will partner with
POLITICO – the popular news organization that covers Washington politics – to
produce the bipartisan Battleground Poll,
just in time to conduct surveys before the
November midterm elections.
GW began to sponsor the Battleground Poll, which is conducted by two
pollsters from both sides of the political
aisle, in 2004. With the addition of POLITICO to the poll’s sponsor list, the poll
will now be the POLITICO-George Washington University Battleground Poll.
“The Battleground Poll has proven to
accurately measure the political attitudes
of Americans for many, many years,”
said Jim VandeHei, executive editor and
co-founder of POLITICO in a press release given to The GW Hatchet. “We are
thrilled to work with a bipartisan stable
of pollsters – and GW – to regularly take
the pulse of voters on the defining issues
of politics.”
The results from the joint venture’s
first poll will be released Sept. 16, and
two additional polls will be released before Election Day Nov. 2.
“This agreement will provide George
Washington students and faculty with additional opportunities to work alongside
some of the leading practitioners in the
field,” said University President Steven
Knapp in the release.
Three additional POLITICO-George
Washington University Battleground
Polls will be released in 2011.

MULTIMEDIA REPORTERS WANTED

–Emily Cahn

Learn to produce the videos,
audio slideshows and web
content that are on the
cutting edge of
journalism.

H
E-mail web@gwhatchet.com

michelle rattinger | photo editor

Firefighters cross 22nd Street Wednesday evening after smoke in the basement of Smith Hall set off the fire alarm and prompted a building
evacuation of Smith, Phillips and Rome halls. Students were evacuated from the buildings for nearly 30 minutes.
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Audio slideshow

video

Jukebox the Ghost

Safe Streets Arts Foundation

video

The band featuring GW alumni played an
acoustic set in Kogan Plaza Tuesday.

Ex-convict Dennis Sobin collects art
from prisoners across the country.

White House correspondent Ed Henry
spoke to SMPA majors Tuesday night.

September
Thursday

9

Sen. Mark Begich to speak
to College Democrats
The Alaska Senator will talk about
the upcoming midterm elections.
Funger Hall room 103
•7:30 p.m.

Friday

10

Saturday

CNN’s Ed Henry speaks at SMPA

11

Sunday

12

Hispanic Heritage Night Nationals Tickets

9/11 Remembrance Vigil

GW Trails Zoo Trip

Join the Multicultural Student Services Center
for a night at the ball park. Tickets are $7 and
can be purchased by contacting Rudy Mayor
at rmayor88@gwmail.gwu.edu.
Meet at Foggy Bottom Metro •5:15 p.m.

Honor the nine GW alumni and others
who lost their lives in the Sept. 11
tragedy at the Student Association’s
vigil.
Kogan Plaza •6:30 p.m.

Visit the new lion cubs and the
famous giant pandas at the National
Zoo with GW Trails.
Meet in Marvin Center Great Hall
•10 a.m.
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White House correspondent talks technology at SMPA
by Danielle Solinski
Hatchet Reporter
Technology is revolutionizing the way journalists
report the news, said CNN
senior White House correspondent Ed Henry – whose
career spans three presidential administrations – in the
Jack Morton Auditorium
Tuesday night.
Henry, a media fellow
at the School of Media and
Public Affairs, said he and
other journalists are still
learning how to adapt to the
media landscape that has
drastically evolved over the
years. He spoke at SMPA's
first all-school meeting of
the year.
“Just in the matter of 12
years... digital media has
revolutionized,” Henry said.
After a short introduction
from SMPA Director Frank
Sesno – a former CNN Washington bureau chief – Henry
discussed the ways in which
reporters use new technology
to learn, write and respond
to breaking news stories
throughout the day. He said
members of the White House
press corps will use Twitter
during the days’ briefing, and
respond to or retweet a fellow reporter's note, all in real
time.
While new media is transforming journalism, Henry’s
most interesting stories were
not about Twitter or Facebook,
but about traditional briefings and interviews. During
former President George W.
Bush’s term, Henry threw
convention aside by asking
the president a tough ques-

francis rivera | hatchet staff photographer

CNN's Senior White House correspondent Ed Henry discusses the expanding role of technology in journalism at the Jack Morton
Auditorium Tuesday night. Henry is one of three SMPA fellows for the 2010-2011 academic year.

tion, which led to one of the
most famous quotes of Bush’s
eight-year administration.
Henry had been planning to ask Bush about the
calls from officials asking for
former Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld’s resignation. Despite not being called
upon at the briefing, Henry

decided to take a chance and
shout the question to the
president as he walked out of
the Rose Garden.
Henry said everybody
told him that he couldn’t yell
at the president, but he shouted at Bush anyway. When
everyone stopped and look
at Henry, the reporter got his

chance to ask if Bush supported Rumsfeld. The question forced Bush into saying,
“I am the decider and I decide
what’s best.”
In 1998, the reporter was
scheduled to do his first interview with then-President Bill
Clinton inside the Oval Office as an editor at Roll Call, a

newspaper that covers Capitol Hill.
When calling to confirm
the interview for the next
morning, Henry spoke to
an official who asked him if
they could cut the interview
to fifteen minutes and do it
over the phone. When Henry
protested, the official politely

told him that something had
come up.
The next morning Henry
went to his front door to pick
up the paper, and on the cover
of the Washington Post was a
headline saying that the president had an affair with Monica Lewinsky. Henry still got
an interview with the leader
later that day.
On Tuesday, Henry could
only stay for half an hour – he
had to catch a plane in order
to cover President Barack
Obama in the morning – but
students said Henry’s stories
left a lasting impression on
them.
“I thought it was really
interesting listening to someone who is a current White
House correspondent,” said
Kelsi Browning, a junior in
SMPA. “I am excited to hear
from him in the future.”
Other students agreed
that Henry’s insight into
changing technologies was
right on track with what
SMPA majors were learning
in the classroom.
“We get a lot of [White
House reporting stories] from
Frank Sesno already,” said
Alec Jacobs, a junior in the
school. “But Sesno is pre-new
media and Ed Henry is like
the new media White House
correspondent.”
Henry took this new media role one step further.
After the event, he tweeted a "thanks" to the school
for hosting him and responded to students’ tweets that
thanked him for attending
– all done while in transit to
Dulles airport, via Twitter for
iPhone. u

Univ. monitors Vern Express traffic
Officials to have
students watch
flow, capacity
by Evan Koslof
Hatchet Reporter

viktors dindzans | senior photo editor

A suspect in an iPhone robbery was arrested by the Metropolitan
Police Department Monday evening near Lisner Auditorium.

Suspect in iPhone
robbery arrested
Metro police dept.
arrests suspect
near hippo statue
by Amy D'onofrio
Metro News Editor
The man arrested near Lisner Auditorium Monday evening is a suspect in a nearby
snatch of an Apple iPhone, according to police reports.
According to a Metropolitan Police Department report,
two women reported they were
walking on the 900 block of
23rd St. around 7:40 p.m., when
two suspects came up behind
them and snatched an iPhone
from one of their hands.
The report indicates that
both suspects fled on foot, with
the one identified as taking the
phone heading westbound on
the 2300 block of G St., near
Ivory Tower, and the other
eastbound on the 2200 block of
G St., near the Smith Center.
Not long after the phone
was stolen, one of the suspects
was caught by University Police officers near the hippo
statue outside Lisner Auditorium. The individual was subsequently arrested by Metropolitan Police.
The name of the arrested
individual was not available
on the MPD report, and the victims in the case were both from
Arlington, Va., and appear to
be unaffiliated with GW.
The other suspect in the

case is described as a thin black
male with medium complexion, short black hair, about 5'8
and 15 to 20 years old. He was
wearing a white T-shirt and
blue jeans.
Thefts of iPhones in the
area have been increasing this
year, with a recent string of
them occurring in July. MPD
made a key arrest in late July
concerning an uptick in iPhone thefts, and police said
the suspect could be linked
to other iPhone thefts in the
area. It is unclear if these two
arrests or incidents are related.
On July 19, MPD Commander Matthew Klein alerted 2nd District residents to
a spike in iPhone thefts over
the previous weekend, saying
there were at least six street
robberies in which the victim
was talking on a phone when
it was snatched from their
hands.
In May, crime reports
showed a growing trend of
robberies involving iPhones,
though cases of street robberies involving phones were also
reported in January and February.
The total number of robberies of all types in the 2nd
District during the period of
May 15 to Aug. 15 this year
is up almost 19 percent, compared to the same time a year
ago.
This year 96 robberies were
reported to Metropolitan Police, compared to 81 robbery
cases during the same time last
year. u

Despite the population growth on the Mount
Vernon Campus, the Vern
Express is still running the
same number of shuttles to
and from the Foggy Bottom
Campus as last year.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
up to 12 buses may be operating during peak hours
even with the opening of
GW's newest residence,
West Hall. An additional
300 students now call the
Vern home.
“We are closely monitoring the operation of the
Vern Express given the
opening of West Hall and
the resulting additional
students traveling to/from
the campus,” Sherrard said
in an e-mail.
Sherrard said the transportation and parking services office monitors daily
ridership numbers to adjust to ridership concerns.
She said there have been
capacity issues raised during the 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
time frame since the start
of the term.
“In response, shuttle
scheduling was modified
to allow more buses to be
‘in service’ during this time
period,” Sherrard said. “We
continue to monitor this
change – and the schedule
overall – to ensure that we
are able to accommodate
the transportation needs of
Mount Vernon residents.”
Some students have said
the shuttle is too crowded,
especially in the mornings,
due to the increase in population on the Vern.
Freshman Marcelle Little Dawes said she thinks
the 8 a.m. shuttle can some-

Military
from p. 1
serve as an English translator for visiting U.S. army
generals in the South Korean military.
Jung chose to enlist at
the end of his freshman year
and spent a large portion of
his first year at a Korean
army training school.
Though Jung left South
Korea for the United States
when he was 14 years old,
he said he still felt like he
was a true Korean - speaking and understanding the
language fully – until he
enlisted in the military and
met other South Koreans.

catherine finsness | hatchet photographer

Students walk past one of the Vern Express shuttles on the Mount Vernon Campus. There has been no
increase in the number of shuttles, despite an increase in the number of Mount Vernon Campus residents.

times be a nuisance.
“It’s so busy in the
mornings,” she said as she
stood at the Foggy Bottom
stop on H Street. “Sometimes you have to stand up
in the back.”
Another change to the
Vern Express this year

is the closure of the stop
at the clock tower on the
Mount Vernon Campus.
Sherrard said the clock
tower stop was eliminated
to “limit the potential for
vehicle/pedestrian
conflicts in the area.”
Students have voiced

concerns about the change
and Sherrard said the modifications will be evaluated
to determine whether the
change will be permanent.
Despite student concerns about the reduction of
stops, one driver who identified himself as Mr. Kasali
said he is very pleased with
the one-stop change.
“It makes it safer for
the children,” Kasali said.
“Last
year,
[students]
would go in the street after
they were dropped off, and
since my breaks are slow,
this was very dangerous.”
For students making
the trek to and from West
Hall, Sherrard said upgrades were made to the
campus garage to improve
the passageway between
the new residence hall and
the campus quad. Stairs are
currently part of the main
outdoor path, but the passageway in the garage can
be used by “students with
accessibility needs or during inclement weather.”
Those students with
accessibility needs can

contact Mount Vernon University Police to request a
direct pickup from West
Hall as well, and a dedicated phone for that need will
be installed in the lower
level of the building near
the cafeteria.
Parking Services has
also created a group called
“The Eye Team,” an organization of students that will
be in charge of monitoring
the shuttles for “timeliness,
cleanliness, and passenger
counts,” Sherrard said.
Still, some things on
the Vern Express haven't
changed.
Sherrard said there was
an incident over the Labor
Day weekend in which a
student vomited on a shuttle, which meant the shuttle had to be removed from
service and also increased
impacts on the remaining
shuttles.
Sherrard said if a student becomes ill on the
Vern Express he or she may
be charged a $200 cleaning
fee, depending on the circumstances. u

“I thought I was a perfect Korean, but when I first
got there and met all the
people my age, it was culture shock,” Jung said. “I
got to learn about my country and Korean culture.”
Both Lim and Jung said
most South Koreans who
attend school in the U.S. are
given more favorable positions in the military, and
are less frequently at the
border between North and
South Korea because they
can speak English fluently.
They said, however, that
every position in the South
Korean military has unique
hardships.
“Every Korean that
serves in the military will
say that their position was

the hardest ever. They all
have their own stories,”
Lim said. “My friend who
served on the border would
go up to the mountains
every week and trace the
routes to lead crews if North
Korea attacked.”
At least once a month,
all military members undergo trainings to learn how to
speak and walk according
to military rules. Shooting
and bomb trainings were
also held.
Jung said entering the
military made him more
aware of the issues South
Koreans face on a daily basis.
“There has been peace
for 60 years now, but when
you go to the army, you see

that war can break out at
any time,” Jung said.
Returning to GW has
been a relief, but readjusting to student life was no
easy feat for the two men.
Many of Lim’s friends have
already graduated and it
has taken time to revive remaining friendships.
Still, Lim and Jung said
their time in service offered
a chance to think about
what they will do in the
future and grow into adulthood.
“You get to appreciate
more things you have taken
for granted,” Jung said. “I
think [military service] really shapes you. You have
to go, so why not enjoy it.”
u

"It makes it safer for
the children."
Mr. KASALI

Vern Express Driver
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"I don't think being drunk is a good excuse."
–Jessica Sommerville, a junior, on the vandalism occurring in Ivory Tower.
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Staff EditorialS

Serving on Sept. 11
As the nation marks the ninth anniversary of Sept. 11, GW students, especially freshmen, can commemorate the
day by participating in acts of community service. The second Freshman Day
of Service provides new Colonials with
the opportunity to give back, and freshmen should take this chance to participate and contribute to this notable effort.
During last year ’s Freshman Day of
Service, the University announced that
first lady Michelle Obama had challenged GW students, faculty and administrators to perform 100,000 hours
of community service before May. If
the school succeeded, she would speak
at the Class of 2010’s Commencement
Ceremony. While GW surpassed that
goal by achieving 106,945 hours – and
the first lady did indeed speak on graduation day – last year ’s momentum
should not stop with the success of the
Obama Service Challenge.
GW students have demonstrated
a commitment to service, and it is a
vital part of the University’s culture.
Over 1,500 freshmen participated in the
event last year, even though for many
students, it conflicted with other engagements. They took part in various
projects scattered across the city, though
many projects focused on helping military families and veterans. This year,
it is important that just as many, if not
more, freshmen maintain this enthusiasm and contribute to the effort. This is
also a valuable way for new students to
learn about D.C. and the various ways
they can give back to the community
through University-sponsored trips to
unfamiliar areas of the District.
Even though the event is called
Freshman Day of Service, Sept. 11 still
marks a nationwide day of service. This
Saturday, all GW students should volunteer or give back in some way. This
day marks only the beginning of service
projects throughout the year. Freshmen
and upperclassmen alike should go out
and do service not only on Saturday,
but in the weeks and months to come.
GW students can show that they don’t
need to be challenged to give back.

Immaturity in Ivory
Tower
Walking through Ivory Tower on a
Saturday night is starting to feel like
visiting a condemned building.
The halls are covered in white dust
from the gaping holes left where ceiling tiles formerly stood. Bulletin boards
have been ripped from their hooks.
Trash litters the stairways, carpets and
elevators. According to GW’s University Police Department, it has received
reports of four different cases of destruction in Ivory since the beginning
of the month.
This vandalism needs to stop.
The University is wasting valuable
time, labor and money to fix the damages caused by students. These actions
are extremely immature and reflect
poorly upon the student body.
Though Ivory residents in the past
have seen their share of vandalism – it
has plagued the hall since it opened in
2004 – the current state is appalling.
Students who witness an act of vandalism in the building should notify
UPD so that this destruction can end.
It is the responsibility of both residents
and non-residents of Ivory to help keep
the building safe and clean for everyone who calls it home.
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Science and Engineering Complex: worth it?

The funds and other benefits of the new
building will outweigh the price

C

olleges and universi- “Over sixty years of research
ties are largely driven by continue to support the posicompetition. Every school tive relationship between buildstrives to attract beting quality and
ter applicants and
student achieveensure the continued
ment.” Although
value of that univerthis study was tarsity’s degree.
geted at primary
In the increasingeducation,
the
ly competitive fields
relationship
beof science, technoltween educational
ogy, engineering and
facilities and stumathematics, many
dent attention and
Bradley Dlatt
universities across
performance
in
the country are enclasses is clear —
Columnist
tering the battle with
ask anyone who
guns blazing to athas taken a class in
tract federal funds,
Duques and then
the best professors and the best gone to Corcoran Hall for a lab.
students. But comparing GW’s Students and faculty alike have
outdated facilities and lack of voiced their complaints about
a strong research foundation is the current science and engilike taking on the tanks of other neering spaces. The SEC will be
universities with a slingshot.
an upgrade from the existing
All is not lost for GW, how- facilities and will provide a new
ever. To remedy our shortcom- technologically advanced enviings in those fields, the Univer- ronment that has the potential to
sity has proposed a Science and improve student learning.
Engineering Complex that will
On a national level, the Sciprovide eight floors of class- ence, Technology, Engineering
rooms, labs, study spaces, of- and Mathematics Education Cofices and research facilities. This alition has been declared one of
project, slated to cost an esti- the Obama administration’s primated $275 million, is a crucial orities, and the SEC expands the
first step in modernizing GW’s potential for GW to receive addicapacity for scientific research. tional federal funds for research.
And while the facility has been In the past year, programs such
deemed too costly and over the as the $4.35 billion "Race to the
top, it is necessary in order to at- Top" and "Educate to Innovate"
tract the best possible professors programs are encouraging more
and students. It is time for our students to pursue science and
University to step into the 21st technology.
Like these procentury by establishing the best grams, the projects like the SEC
possible facilities for science re- are crucial as the United States
search through the SEC.
has fallen behind countries like
Initially, we must understand China in the number of science
that the complex will allow GW Ph.D and engineering graduates.
to become more competitive The reality is that the United
with other major universities States must be able to compete in
and will pay for itself over time science and engineering, fields
through increased science re- that will spur the growth of the
search grants and the attraction American economy.
of improved faculty. In short, if
While the SEC is hardly a
we want to be the best, we must solution and is not going to
be able to accommodate the best. shake any global foundations,
According to a June 2010 report a refocusing on the sciences at
about the project, the facility GW signals a key shift in the
will include over 290,000 square right direction and an alignfeet of usable space, which will ment with national priorities on
consist of 78,000 square feet of education.
lab space, a 300-seat auditoIn the end, though the cost of
rium, and office space to house the project may be unwarranted
more than 40 new research and to some, the benefits of the SEC
science faculty members. It also highly outweigh the costs. Yes,
offers increased study space for the University should provide a
students and has the potential to method to track funding of the
free up additional study space in project, but the bottom line reTompkins Hall.
mains that GW needs this facility
While detractors are con- and the short-term costs of such
cerned about the need for such a massive undertaking will be
a large and expensive facility, minimal when compared to the
there has been a proven positive long-term benefits. It’s time to
correlation between the educa- dispose of the Colonial slingshot
tional facilities of an academic and approach the competition in
institution and student perfor- education and research with our
mance within that institution.
best possible ammunition.
A 2009 study by the National
–The writer, a senior majoring
Council of Professors of Eduin political science, is a Hatchet
cational Administration noted,
columnist.

T

GW needs to reconsider the expensive
new center and its strategic planning

T

hough few have read it, Alison Brooks, who teaches at
including apparently some GW and whose research was
top administrators, the featured on PBS’s “The Human
University’s “Strategic Plan for Spark.” That said, many science
Academic Excellence” is often departments have had a good
held to be a guiding star for all year when they graduate one or
University activity. If one regu- two Ph.D students.
larly reads the output of Rice
This weakness is no reflecHall, one might imagine that no tion on science and engineering
leaf falls in Foggy Bottom that faculty members, whose comwas not preordained by the Stra- mitment to educating GW stutegic Plan. That makes an actual dents transcends their distress
reading of the Straat working under
tegic Plan a bit of
lamentable
lab
a disappointment,
conditions. And
Donald Parsons
which in turn may
make no mistake,
explain why so few
the present scihave done so.
ence labs are a disgrace, enough
Somewhat unfairly, I once so that even the Faculty Senate
derided the Strategic Plan in has taken notice and called for
these pages as “innocent of con- better science facilities. The entent." That is not quite the case. gineering faculty members in
A critical reading of the Strategic the Faculty Senate argued that
Plan from a planning perspec- it is similarly outdated, and it
tive reveals one principle: that too was added to the Faculty
the University is committed to Senate’s plea for better facilities.
building on strength, or “se- However, I suspect that few in
lective excellence” as the plan the Faculty Senate imagined that
labels it. Of course, such an ap- this modest call for a facilities
proach hardly provides the in- upgrade would morph into the
tellectual focus needed to lead massive Science and Engineera university to greatness, and I ing Complex.
gave the framers of the plan corOne is reminded of this folly
respondingly little credit.
when reading that the adminisAs often happens in life, tration intends to fund the SEC
however, one begins to appre- by dedicating the indirect cost
ciate the little things when they reimbursements on science and
are taken away. To appreciate engineering grants and contracts
even the simplest decision — for the foreseeable future to the
like building on strength — one building fund. This financing
only has to face the alternative. model is an unlikely path to popIn this case GW’s administra- ulating the SEC with researchers
tion, with the zealous encour- in whom the University can take
agement of the Board of Trust- pride. High-quality researchees, has decided that the cruelly ers expect a university to supunderfunded science and engi- port them, not have them fund
neering programs are to be pro- the university’s grand building
vided with a grand Science and dreams. One can predict that the
Engineering Complex. The SEC SEC building funds the Univerwill loom over Foggy Bottom, sity is able to extract from its sciloudly proclaiming GW’s rebirth ence and engineering researchas a science university, indeed ers will be inversely related to
the only one six blocks from the the quality of their research. All
White House.
research monies are not equal;
Given its current promi- the lower-end research needed
nence, one might be surprised to to fund the monolith carries with
find that there is no whisper of it great risks to GW’s reputation
this grand project in the Strate- and integrity.
gic Plan. Indeed it is inconsistent
GW now has in place a new
with it. Perhaps one needs the president who in turn has a new
coldness of an economist to ob- provost, each fully capable of
serve that this project is building serious strategic planning. With
on weakness. As I have written the economy strained and fundearlier, the engineering school raising for the SEC apparently
has survived, just barely, for de- dead in the water, does it not
cades on the largesse of tuition- make sense to pause and have
paying students in the Columbi- them carefully consider what
an College of Arts and Sciences, the University does well, and
Elliott School of International how it might cleverly take its
Affairs and the Business School. next steps? It might yet emerge
The sciences have perhaps paid that turning the Strategic Plan
for themselves, but largely be- on its head makes sense, but it
cause they have been given so is unlikely.
little. The surprise is that excel– The writer is a professor of
lence occasionally blossomed
economics and a member of the
despite the conditions. Indeed,
Faculty Senate special committee
I was for a day or two a star in
on financial & operational planmy 11-year-old daughter’s eyes
ning for the Science and
when she found I actually knew
Engineering Complex.

Religious conversations, not cliques

he hour is ripe with reli- others, as well.
gious occurrence.
For many students at GW,
Today marks the end faith is less of a restriction and
of Ramadan, the Islamic month- more of a cookie recipe: they
long fast from eating, drinking conduct their lives, see the world
and sexual relations during day- and perform service with a highlight hours. It is meant to be a er being as their reason. Whethtime of prayer and devotion to er a student is Baptist, Buddhist
God.
or Baha’i, he or she
Today is also Rosh
uses spirituality as
Hashanah, the Jewish
the means to achieve
New Year. Many Jews
personal and sociwill spend time in
etal
improvement;
synagogue, resolving
each religion a recito improve aspects of
pe, yielding yummy
their lives during the
cookies at the end of
new year.
the day.
Annu
Saturday is GaDiffering faiths
Subramanian share similar goals
nesh Chaturathi, the
Hindu celebration of
and have several
Contributing
the birth of the elecommon denominaphant-headed
god,
Editor
tors, but members are
Ganesh. Ganesh is the
clustered into their
destroyer of obstacles
individual
corners
and this day is observed through where they interact exclusively
song, prayer and festivals.
with others of the same faith.
Despite the frequency with
GW should facilitate converwhich various religious celebra- sation, not cliques.
tions and rituals take place on
So what’s the quickest route
and around campus, GW stu- to interfaith conversation?
dents are deprived of a singular
“Interaction and education,”
unifying forum to discuss and said junior Jared MacDonald, dilearn about not only their own rector of multi-religious affairs
religions, but the religions of for the Student Association and
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last year’s GW Interfaith Action
Chair. “Finding a place where
people with and without religion
agree is an excellent way to bring
them together.”
This is why GW should create an Interfaith Services Center.
The IFSC would function much
like the Multicultural Student
Services Center, by providing
a secular meeting place for the
leaders of all religious groups
on campus to hold meetings
and plan events. University employees will manage interfaith
programming and take care of
administrative efforts. A hired
spiritual leader could provide
counseling and guidance to
those who seek it.
Much like how the MSSC
publicizes events from cultural
groups, resulting in support and
attendance from all races, the IFSC’s starkly different programs
will draw supporters from all
faiths. More importantly, the
creation of an IFSC will open up
the student body to a whole new
arena for interfaith dialogue, a
service from which every university could benefit today.
At a school notable for its
religious diversity, it is a shame

that our administration does not
make it a personal objective to
advance mere interfaith tolerance to active support.
GW currently has the Newman Center and GW Hillel for
Catholic and Jewish students,
respectively. The success of these
individual centers demonstrates
that students of any faith seek a
meeting point. The IFSC could
work closely with the two centers, which will draw major student support to the IFSC.
At the national level, the
conversation regarding religion
of late has been less pious and
more inflammatory: the Muslim
community center to be built two
blocks away from Ground Zero
has allowed religious intolerance
in America to rear its ugly head.
This sort of discrimination
must be put to rest. A transcendental understanding of one another can start here.
A GW Interfaith Student
Center has the potential to be a
tour de force on campus. And
why shouldn’t it be? A higher
power would be on its side.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring
in journalism , is The Hatchet's
contributing opinions editor.
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CRIME LOG

9/04/2010 – 10:27 p.m.
Location: Potomac House
Case closed

Drug Law Violation

UPD responded to a report of
an intoxicated student. She
was assessed on site and
transported to GW Hospital.

9/01/2010 – 11:55 a.m.
Location: West End
Case closed

The University Police Department responded to GW Housing Programs staff to assist
with an administrative search
and discovered 3.5 grams of
marijuana, drug paraphernalia and alcohol.
–Referred to Student
Judicial Services

9/06/2010 – 12:15 a.m.
Location: Philip Amsterdam
Hall
Case closed

UPD responded to a call to
assist GW Housing Programs
staff with an administrative
search and found 0.2 grams
of marijuana and other drug
paraphernalia.
–Referred to SJS

Theft

–Referred to SJS

Disorderly Conduct
9/04/2010 – 8:30 p.m.
Location: University Yard
Case closed

UPD observed a male subject urinating in the rear of
Corcoran Hall. The subject,
unaffiliated with GW, fled
when confronted by officers
and was subsequently apprehended.
–Subject barred from
campus

Sex Abuse
9/05/2010 – 4 a.m.
Location: Ivory Tower
Case closed

A former GW student reported to UPD that she was assaulted by an acquaintance.
–Referred to MPD

9/03/2010 – Time
unknown
Location: Marvin Center
garage
Case closed

A student reported to University Police that he parked
his vehicle in the garage of
the Marvin Center and when
he returned, the driver’s
side rear window was broken. He also discovered that
his laptop and books were
missing.
–Referred to the
Metropolitan Police
Department

9/06/2010 – 10:30 p.m.
Location: Somers Hall
Case open

A student reported to University Police that she left her
key in a study lounge and
when she returned it was
missing.
–Open case

9/06/2010 – Time unknown
Location: 24th and I streets
Case closed

A male unaffiliated with GW
reported to UPD that he
locked his bicycle to a street
sign and discovered that his
bike was missing upon his
return.
–No suspects or witnesses

Liquor Law Violation
9/04/2010 – 1:40 a.m.
Location: Marvin Center
Case closed

UPD observed an intoxicated
subject unaffiliated with GW
who was then assessed and
transported to the GW Hospital.
–No further action

MCCARTHY
from p. 1
students will remember
him, and that he was so likable.”
Sophomore
Helena
Hounsel said she is shocked
by McCarthy’s passing.
“His bright smile keeps
popping up in my head,”
Hounsel said. “I will never
forget him, and I would
love to do a brick for him
on GW’s walkways. He was
our friend, as well as someone we all looked up to.”
Senior Miles Castro said
the entire marketing class
appreciated
McCarthy’s
guidance throughout the semester, adding that the class
is mourning his passing.
“Sean taught our team
how to become professional
and creative as a group. He
was one of the reasons we
came so far,” Castro said.
“He hinted at our themes
and noticed the assets our
team possessed as a group.
Without him we would have
struggled through several
parts of the class.”

IVORY
from p. 1
better care of this dorm,” Ivory
resident Jessica Sommerville
said. “I’m surprised kids our
age act this way.”
Sommerville, a junior, said
she has also had to deal with
having raw egg splattered on
her windows.
“It’s funding we won’t
have for other things now. I
don’t think being drunk is a
good excuse,” she said, referring to the belief that the vandalism was caused by intoxicated students.
Ivory Tower vandalism
is not a new phenomenon –
similar destructive acts have
plagued the building since it
opened in 2004. Ivory community directors sent out an
equally stern e-mail in November 2009 when the incidents of
vandalism began occurring

Assault
9/06/2010 – 2:14 a.m.
Location: 19th and F
streets
Case closed

UPD responded to a traffic accident near the intersection
of 19th and F streets. It was
determined that a passenger
of one of the vehicles involved
had assaulted a witness of
the accident. The victim did
not wish to press charges.
–Referred to MPD

Robbery
9/06/2010 – 7:30 p.m.
Location: 23rd and H
streets
Case closed

UPD responded to a report
of two subjects who allegedly
grabbed a cell phone from an
individual as she was holding
it. The victim was not affiliated
with GW and a lookout was issued to officers. One suspect
involved in the robbery was
apprehended on 21st and H
streets and was determined
to be a 15-year-old male also
unaffiliated with GW.
–Closed by arrest

Indecent Exposure
9/07/2010 – 12:50 p.m.
Location: 19th and E
streets
Case closed

A woman unaffiliated with
GW reported to UPD that a
male subject exposed himself to her while she was
seated in a parked vehicle
and then fled the area.
–No identifiable suspect

–compiled by Syndney Green
Chokan
Bekturganov,
who graduated in the
spring, said he was glad he
was able to get to know McCarthy, and is saddened to
hear of his passing.
“He was a kind and open
person, always sharing stories about his experience and
offering valuable insights,”
Bekturganov said. “When I
was doing my project, Sean
offered his advice any time
my group and I needed
help. He [was] encouraging
and supporting throughout
the semester. Even when I
was done with college Sean
always was willing to help.
He was truly a person who
was willing to go above and
beyond his duties.”
McCarthy is survived by
his wife, Jennifer Polidoro,
his parents James and Patricia McCarthy, his brother
Ryan McCarthy and his sister Allison McCarthy.
A visitation will be held
Thursday at the Wimberg
Funeral home in Egg Harbor City, NJ. The family
requests that donations in
McCarthy’s name may be
made to the American Heart
Association. u
more frequently.
“These acts include breaking ceiling tiles, tearing down
of bulletin boards, and profuse
littering in the halls and elevators,” a community director
said in an e-mail to last year’s
Ivory Tower residents.
There have been no reports
of catching vandals in the act,
but students were asked over
the weekend to report any
vandalism they may have witnessed to UPD immediately.
Students may report anonymously, the e-mail said.
“It is only the very beginning of the year and we want
to ensure a safe, undamaged
environment,” the e-mail
read.
Some residents, such as
senior Greg Harris, believe
the University should invest
in increasing security over the
weekend.
“We need more UPD patrolling the halls on weekend
nights,” he said. u

BARRING
from p. 1
Howard Levinson says barring individuals from property is a common practice
among businesses and casinos to combat shoplifting.
He added that tackling crime
on urban college campuses,
as opposed to rural areas,
poses unique challenges
due to increased foot traffic
among a more diverse group
of people.
On urban campuses,
Levinson said, “it is harder to
find crime, harder to prevent
crime and harder to identify
crime.”
He added, however, that
a barring policy could serve
as a deterrent and keep previous offenders from committing further crimes at GW.
This year alone, 244
people unaffiliated with GW
have been barred from campus for offenses ranging from
underage drinking, urination
on University property, intercourse in a University study

lounge, nude swimming in a
pool on campus, assault and
attempted theft.
In 2009, UPD barred 404
people from campus, and 362
individuals were barred in
2008. Data on those charged
with unlawful entry upon
returning to campus is not
tracked.
Offenders sign off that
no circumstances would
ever permit their presence
on campus again, unless the
chief of University Police rescinds the bar, which would
only happen if the offender
provided a valid reason.
If barred from campus,
an individual can walk down
the streets of campus because
sidewalks are public property, but cannot enter any GW
property. Bar notices include
a map of campus depicting
property boundaries.
Violation of a bar notice by
simply re-entering GW property is punishable by arrest, but
UPD officials are not strictly
obligated to make arrests and
can use discretion when handling such situations.
“Although officers are
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authorized to make such arrests and often do so, there is
no obligation to arrest such
offenders, and officers are
expected to exercise good
judgment and take into account all of the pertinent
circumstances of a particular situation before deciding
to make a custodial arrest,”
Balazik said.
For example, a disorderly
woman in the University Mall
on I Street was found attacking individuals with her umbrella Aug. 28. Upon investigation, UPD discovered she
had previously been barred
from campus and she was arrested for unlawful entry.
Balazik said officers
might choose not to arrest a
homeless person who is simply using a GW restroom.
Boston University also
sits on an urban campus and
the school's police officers issue trespassing notices after
investigation of suspicious
behavior and disturbances
on private BU property.
“While Boston University
is an open, urban campus, it
is private property,” Execu-

tive Director of Media Relations Colin Riley said. “If a
trespass warning is issued,
the individual is legally on
notice that they may be arrested if they come on the
university’s property in the
future. Each case is treated
individually.”
Riley said he estimates
BU Police issue about a dozen
trespass notices yearly – onetwentieth of the number of
bar notices UPD has already
issued this year alone.
Jeremy Manier, a spokesman for the University of
Chicago, said its campus police department uses barring
individuals as a “tool,” but
one that is not routinely used.
Manier said campus police
does not track the number of
people barred from campus
each year and the decision to
bar an individual comes on a
“case-by-case” basis.
Overall, Levinson said
the best way to fight campus
crime is to be vigilant.
“Be aware of what’s happening. There is no magic
system by far,” Levinson
said. u

Arts

Caroline Bowman
Arts Editor
cbowman@gwhatchet.com
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$5, $10, $20

EVENTS THAT WON'T
BREAK THE BANK

Arts on Foot Street
Festival features
music and an arts
market Sat. - Free!

Kendra Poole
Contributing Editor
kpoole@gwhatchet.com

Drumfish plays
Jammin Java
Saturday - $13 at
door, $10 in advance

H

Sierra Leone refugees
play world music at
Zanzibar Friday - $30,
$20 in advance

Prisoners gain new life from art

Safe Streets Arts Foundation encourages
creativity, talent from all walks of life
Ex-prisoners and police officers
joined together for the Safe Streets
Arts Foundation’s annual “From
Prison to the Stage” performance as
part of the Kennedy Center’s ninth
Page-to-Stage exhibition of D.C.based theater companies Sept. 4,
proving art can unify even the most
natural of enemies.
The show juxtaposed musical
selections by the Prince George’s
County Police Rhythm in Blues
Band alongside a dramatic play
written by an ex-prisoner and an
operetta written by Dennis Sobin,
director of the Safe Streets Arts
Foundation.
Sobin spent ten years in federal
and state prisons after being convicted of sex crimes in 1992. Sobin
devoted his ten years in prison to
the creation of the Safe Streets Arts
Foundation – which now offers an
artistic outlet for inmates – and to
the honing of his own artistic talents.
“When I arrived in prison I
had a few goals I wanted to meet,”
Sobin said. He wanted to read a lot
of books, try his hand at writing
and pursue music on a more serious level. Sobin described himself
as a “serious amateur” and campfire guitarist prior to his prison
years.
While in prison, Sobin wrote letters to influential and affluent people proposing the idea of a foundation dedicated to the promotion of
arts activities for the incarcerated.
“I reached out to people on the
outside,” Sobin said, describing
how some of those with whom he
corresponded were generous with
their money and ideas alike. “We
were successful over the years in
using an entrepreneurial model.”
Released in 2003, Sobin left prison monetarily poor, but rich with
ideas for what would become the
Prison Arts Gallery. The Safe Streets
Arts Foundation, which now runs
the gallery, also began to take shape
with Sobin’s release, while he was
living in a D.C. homeless shelter.
From there, the foundation used
a prison publication called “Inside
Journal” to introduce its ideas to inmates across the country, receiving
numerous letters in response.
Though the foundation is dedicated to enrichment in all of the
arts, Sobin calls visual arts its “keystone,” as they can be created from
any sort of material. Because many
prisons restrict or even prohibit art
supplies, some of the gallery’s pieces are constructed from unexpected
mediums.
Brian Diggers, an inmate from
Oregon, cut off his hair, threaded it
through the backbone of a pen and
fastened the contraption with dental floss. His paint: coffee grounds.
This pseudo-paintbrush is now displayed in D.C.’s Museum of Crime
and Punishment. Diggers’ art remains in the Prison Arts Gallery
and is currently for sale.
The gallery, currently contain-

ing close to 1,500 pieces, displays
all artwork it receives and offers all
its pieces for sale. Half of the profits
go to the gallery and the other half
to the artist.
“These are human beings we’re
working with here,” Sobin said.
“We think the art humanizes them
and it certainly shows the talent
that they’re capable of.”
Sobin says that the biggest problems prisoners face are boredom
and negative thinking. He hopes
to combat these obstacles with supporting artistic activities. “That’s
really the purpose of the art, to give
them something productive to do,
something that really generates
self-esteem. Because if you have
self-esteem and self-confidence,
you can accomplish anything in
life.”
Alexis Chase, who serves on
the board for the foundation and
is the warden of Men’s State Prison
in Hardwick, Ga., said, “Art gives
[prisoners] an outlet to see appreciation from others and acceptance
from others for the work that they
do. A lot of them have failed at everything they’ve ever done. For the
first time, they are receiving acceptance.”
According to Lamont Carey,
who spent 11 years in prison after
being convicted of attempted murder in 1992, art allows ex-prisoners
to reshape their public image as
they face a lack of employment opportunities after gaining a criminal
record.
“I knew, being an ex-offender,
that my job options would be kind
of limited. By me being an entrepreneur and by pursuing the arts,
I could be independent and control
my own destiny,” said Carey, who
has acted in the HBO television
series “The Wire” and worked in
various spoken-word and dramatic
performances. His play, “Learning to Be a Mommy,” was the final
show in “From Prison to the Stage,”
and tells the story of a young girl
who gets straight A’s but sells
drugs to fund her mother’s heroin
addiction.
Sobin’s creativity also helped
him through both prison and the
tough post-prison years.
“My family had completely
turned their back on me,” he said,
“but I still had my music. I still
had my creativity, and it sustained
me.”
Steven Walls, who works with
Safe Streets after recently serving
over two years in prison due to a
robbery conviction, said working on
fashion design and visual art with
the organization is “helping me become more involved with helping
others. It just offers so much, and a
great life experience.”
As corrections officers aid prisoners in their reformation, law enforcement officials are also looking
to earn acceptance through art.
Cpl. Al Moss, who led the Prince
George’s County Police Rhythm in
Blues Band on piano during its renditions of “Love Train” and “Ain’t
No Stoppin’ Us Now,” explained
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by Kendra Poole and Cory Weinberg
Hatchet Reporters

TOp: Ashley-lynn Goldstein | Hatchet photographer
Side: Anne Wernikoff | Photo Editor

Dennis Sobin, director of Safe Streets
Arts Foundation, is seen standing at the
Prison Art Gallery amid artwork created
by prison inmates.

I've achieved heaven
on earth through my
music and the music of
other people."
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Dennis sobin

Director, Safe Streets Arts
Foundation

By me being an
entrepreneur and by
pursuing the arts, I
could be independent
and control my
own destiny.
Lamont Carey
Artist

that the police department was
looking for a fresh approach to
community outreach.
“Music is universal, so we want
to show the humanistic side of policing," Moss said. "It gives us a
chance to interact in a positive way
with the community, including exprisoners.”
While the ex-prisoners of Safe

Streets continue to pursue their artistic passions, they have the support from the men and women who
put them behind bars.
“We understand that people
make mistakes,” Moss said. “Once
they’ve done their time, and paid
their dues, they’re part of the community just like everyone else.
Sobin and the board of the foun-

dation have high hopes, including
the establishment of a major permanent gallery, a “halfway house for
artists” and an expansion to more
communities around the world.
“I’ve achieved heaven on earth
through my music and through the
music of other people,” Sobin said.
“What do you do when you have
everything?” u

Jukebox the Ghost returns to GW
by Rachel Vorsanger
Hatchet Reporter

Rachel Vorsanger | Hatchet Photographer

Jukebox the Ghost performs for students in Kogan Plaza Tuesday afternoon. The trio, who met while they were at GW, recently played
on the "The Late Show with David Letterman," and plan to release their second album this fall.

Jukebox the Ghost turned Kogan Plaza’s gazebo into a stage
Tuesday, when they played an
acoustic show to celebrate the release of their second album, “Everything Under the Sun.”
Fresh off their Sept. 1 performance on “The Late Show
with David Letterman”, the GW
alumni band drew a solid crowd
of students, local families and faculty during their 45-minute performance.
The opening number was their
new hit, “Schizophrenia,” a song
they performed live on “Letterman” last Wednesday. After progressing with tracks like “Empire”
and “Half Crazy,” they threw in
“Hold It In,” a song from their previous album, and ended on a cover
of Donna Lewis’s “I Love You Always Forever.” After the show, the
band stayed in Kogan to talk with
fans, sell CDs and sign autographs.
The concert held true to what
Jukebox is known for: contagious
positive energy.
“They’re just really good to
watch. They enjoy playing and are
just incredibly talented,” said junior Aly Seeberger.
Micah Lubens, a graduate from
the Class of 2010, has followed
Jukebox since his freshman year

and remembers when the band
headlined in the Mitchell Theater.
“[It was] mindboggling seeing them on ‘Letterman’ last week
because I remember seeing them
play house parties with less than 50
people when they were really raw,”
he said. “Now they’re amazing. It’s
been fun watching them rise.”
When discussing the band’s
success, pianist and lead vocalist
Ben Thornewill’s attitude is humble but ambitious.
“It’s a dream and it’s a reach
thing,” he said. “But I never
thought we would be on 'Letterman' this soon.”
Because the call to play on the
talk show came at 11 p.m. the night
before their performance, “there
wasn’t any time to get really nervous,” said Thornewill.
“We figured ‘Oh, we’re playing this song, there happen to be
cameras, let’s play for the audience
that’s there,'” he said.
As for the future, the band is
going on tour through Nov. 20. For
now, celebrating their success with
an acoustic concert is proof that
it’s more than their upbeat songs –
rather, it's their positive and friendly attitudes that have contributed to
the band’s continued rise to fame.
“This is where we got our start,
these are the roots,” said Thornewill.
“And of all places to be, why not be
where we started?” u
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Viktors Dindzans | Senior Photo Editor

Pop queen Lady Gaga performed Tuesday at Verizon Center to a crowd of adoring fans. Her eye-catching and outrageously costumed performance was littered not only with fake blood and small clothing,
but also with Gaga's message to her fans to love themselves.

''

Lady Gaga asks fans to love themselves
Pop star performance comes with flames, fake blood and a positive message

by Emily Katz
Hatchet Reporter
“I’m not just gonna prance
around in a bra and underwear
and not stand for something,”
pop phenomenon Lady Gaga said
mid-ballad Tuesday night at the
Verizon Center.
Her declaration came shortly
after telling fans, “You can change
the world if you want to,” setting
the tone for her eye-catching, firefilled show.
Performing fan favorites like
“Telephone” and “Speechless,”
Lady Gaga opened Tuesday's

show with Semi Precious Weapons, the same opening act from
2006 when they performed in “a
little bar on the Lower East Side.”
Four years later, in a larger
arena filled with enthusiastic fans,
Lady Gaga unleashed a two-hour
affair with flaming pianos, fake
blood and spark-spewing brassieres. The singer’s unique relationship with her audience stems
from her great admiration for her
fans, whom she calls “Little Monsters.”
“You guys all built this,” she
said with gratitude, motioning
to the stage, the costumes and

burning piano she was crouched
upon.
Gaga continuously addressed
the LGBT community throughout the show, not only by highlighting one’s inability to choose
his or her sexual orientation, but
by emphasizing her opposition
to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” She
asked the District to celebrate its
“gay pride,” citing that she could
“rely on [her] deepest and most
loyal friends” in the city’s LGBT
community. To further declare her
love for her audience, in true Gaga
fashion, she took it a step further.
“Tonight, my religion is Washing-

ton D.C.!”
But the real message Gaga had
for the night was self-acceptance,
as she urged the crowd to leave
the concert “not loving me more,
but loving yourselves more.” She
told her audience to “let go of all
of your insecurities” and “forget
anyone or anything that has ever
made you feel like you’re not
good enough, or you don’t fit in,
or you don’t belong, or you’re not
pretty enough...”
“You just remember,” Gaga
said to the crowd. “You’re a superstar, and you were born that
way.” u

Forget anyone or
anything that has ever
made you feel like you're
not good enough.

''

Lady Gaga
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IN Brief
Men's soccer scores three
in first half, wins on road
The men's soccer team scored
three first-half goals Wednesday
night on its way to a 4-2 win on
the road at Longwood.
The Colonials were led offensively by junior Mike Burke,
whose eleventh-minute goal put
GW up 1-0 early on. Burke scored
again in the 61st minute, capping
the scoring for the Colonials.
Also contributing on offense
were freshman Jeff Eisenbud
and sophomore Seth Rudolph,
who each scored first-half goals
for GW.
Junior Jake Davis started in
goal for the Colonials for the second straight game, filling in for
injured GW goalie Brendan Lafferty.
Lafferty hasn't appeared in a
game since being removed from
the Colonials' 3-1 loss to George
Mason Sept. 1 in the D.C. College
Cup. The sophomore goalie left
the game after a penalty-box collision following a corner kick.
The Colonials will be on the
road again in Emmitsburg, Md.,
to take on Mount St. Mary's this
Saturday at 1 p.m. It will be the
team's final tune-up match before its road trip to Durham, N.C.,
to take on No. 8 Duke next Tuesday at 7 p.m.

Last word
"I just know how unhappy
I was there. I just think
I'm having a much better
time here, you know?"
–Katie

Crosby,

women's
volleyball player, on the difference
between playing volleyball at Arizona
State and playing at GW. Crosby, a redshirt sophomore, transferred to GW at
the beginning of this year.

Number
crunch

3

Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

H

The number of first-half goals the men's
soccer team scored in its 4-2 win over
Longwood Wednesday night.

Crosby finds happiness on court at GW
by Louis nelson
Sports Editor
When Katie Crosby was a
senior in high school, she made
what she thought was a smart
decision.
As a volleyball player at Los
Alamitos High School in Southern California, Crosby was a
star. She won a California Interscholastic Championship, was
named to all-tournament teams
and won most valuable player
awards. She was good – good
enough to get recruited by Arizona State head coach Brad Saindon. Good enough to play Division I volleyball – good enough
to play at a Pacific-10 school.
It was an opportunity most
high school athletes dream of
and few receive, so Crosby took
it. She liked the coach, she liked
the team, she liked how the palm
trees that dot Arizona State's
campus mimic the look of her
hometown back in California.
Things began to go awry
though when Crosby arrived at
school. She redshirted her freshman year and by the time she
was ready to put on a Sun Devils’ uniform for the first time,
her outlook that had once been
rosy had dimmed: coach Saindon had moved on to Western
Oregon University. It’s the kind
of thing that happens frequently
in the world of college athletics,
but it left Crosby in a somewhat
precarious situation.
“[The new coach] didn’t recruit me and so I really needed
to prove myself to him,” she
said. “Maybe he didn’t even
want me playing.”
Crosby didn’t see the court
much in 2008. She appeared in
only 19 of 109 sets, and didn’t
play once in a conference match.
Her team went 13-17 that season, and for the first time in her
life, Crosby didn’t like playing
volleyball.
“It wasn’t very much fun,
sitting on the sidelines and stuff,
and we weren’t winning very
many games,” she said. “That
was hard.”
So once again, Crosby had
a decision to make. She knew
she wasn’t happy playing at

Anne Wernikoff | Photo editor

Red-shirt sophomore Katie Crosby transferred to GW from Arizona State after last
season, a decision she said has allowed her to enjoy playing volleyball again.

Arizona State, so one of two
things had to happen: Either she
would transfer schools and play
volleyball somewhere else, or
she wouldn’t play at all. At first,
she chose the latter, opting out
of the volleyball program at Arizona State after just one season,
but the decision didn’t sit well
with her. Volleyball had been a
big part of her life for years, and
the idea of abandoning it made
her uneasy.
“I wasn’t really ready to be

done playing. I love playing
volleyball, and so I think it was
hard knowing that I was gonna
be done,” Crosby said. “I’ve
always been a student athlete.
I was like, ‘What am I gonna
do with my time now that I’m
not at practice every day and
I’m not traveling to games and
stuff? I’m gonna have to get a
job or something,’” she joked.
Transferring, she decided,
would be her answer, and in GW,
she found a new home. Before

making her official recruiting
visit in February 2009, Crosby
had never been to Washington,
D.C. Like many other students
who choose to attend college in
Foggy Bottom, living, studying,
and in her case, playing volleyball, in the nation’s capital is, in
her words, “way cool for me.”
Her love for the game is
back, too. Crosby gets chills on
the court again, something that
stopped happening for her at
Arizona State. She’s played well
for the Colonials so far in her
first season, earning a spot on
the all-tournament team for her
performance in the D.C. Challenge, a local-team tournament
hosted this year at American
University and George Mason.
She said the accolade, along
with the praise of her coaches
and her acceptance by other
members of the team, has validated that the move to GW was
the right one.
“It just makes me feel good
about myself, and it’s nice that
the coaches are happy with how
I’m playing and what I’m doing,” she said. “The girls have
kind of accepted me on the team,
they’ve been very welcoming
and all that.”
Of course, there are things
Crosby said she misses. The
wintertime weather, for one, is
a worry, especially after seeing
pictures of her adopted campus
covered in snow last year. Her
friends and teammates back at
Arizona State will be missed as
well, although she says they still
talk frequently, and Crosby still
checks for results of Sun Devils
games online.
“I’m just done with the ASU
volleyball part,” she said. “It’s
fine, I left on good terms and everything. I still talk to the girls
and stuff. We talk about how
we’re doing, so that’s good.”
Ultimately for Crosby, her
decision to transfer is easy to
boil down. Sports, at their root,
are supposed to be fun, and at
GW she’s managed to find joy in
volleyball again.
“I just know how unhappy
I was there,” she said. “I just
think I’m having a much better
time here, you know?” u
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Phone: (202) 994-7079

JOBS
On-call waiters and bartenders needed for evening/weekend work.

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Fax: (202) 994-1309
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Discover, as well as cash and check through our office.
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For Sale

Applicants should possess
professionalism, good presentation and communication
skills, and desire to provide
a positive experience for the
client.

Biggest and Best Selection.
Choose from over 2000 different images. FINE ART,
MUSIC, MOVIES, MODELS, HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS, PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOST IMAGES ONLY $7,
$8, AND $9. SEE US AT
Kogan Plaza ON Monday
Sept. 6 thru Friday Sept. 10,
2010. THE HOURS ARE
10am-6pm. THIS SALE IS
SPONSORED BY The College Poster Sale Company.

Rates start at $16/hour. A
standard black tuxedo is
required.
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Visit www.catering.com for
the Independent Contractor
Data Sheet ("Contact Us"
then "Employment"). Email
to hr@catering.com or fax to
703-519-8221.
Windows Catering Company
has established a national
reputation for exceptional
food, creativity, and presentation combined with outstanding service. Windows provides full-service catering,
party planning, and event

management services for
social events, wedding
receptions, and corporate
entertaining.
Grillfish is hiring experienced servers. Good money,
fun environment. Must be
available for min 2 lunches
and Sundays. Hard working
and friendly a must. Apply
in person M-F 2:30-4:30 @
1200 New Hampshire.
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